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ABSTRACT . A series of glow-curve m easurements were made to determine the general nature of the 
thermoluminescence of natural ice. T he curves were made b y subjecting the samples to ultraviolet radiation 
from a quartz-envelope m ercury a rc lamp while keeping the samples at liquid a ir temperature. The samples 
were then heated by passing a stream of air over the sample container. T he resu ltant rise in temperature is 
non-linear but is nearly uniform from run to run. The ligh t emitted was m easured by the microphoto
m etric portion of the standard apparatus for d etermination of m ineral thermoluminescence. 

Curves were obtained on samples co llected from the ice tunnel in the ice cap at J ungfraujoch and from 
freshly fallen a nd old snow at Bern in Switzerl and. A systematic variation in g low-curve shape was found . 
This variation appears to be direc tly rela ted to the stress history of the ice. Ice which has been subjected to 
high shearing stress can be readil y d ist ing uished from ice which has not. 

RESU M E. U ne serie de courbes d'incandesccnce a ete enregistree pour etud ier la nature generale de la 
thermoluminescence d e la glace naturelle. L es echan tillons ont ete m is a la temp erature de l'air liquid e et 
irradies par la lumiere ultraviolette d ' une lampe a mercure avec fenetre de quartz. Pour obtenir une courbc 
le recipient contt'na nt I' echantillon a e t e chauffe par un courant d'air. L'aug m entation de la temperature 
n'etait pas lin eaire, mais el le ne variait pas d ' une courbe a I'au tre. La lumiere e m ise a ete mesuree par la 
panie microphotometriq ue de I'appareil standard pour la determination d e la th ermoluminescense des 
min eraux. 

D es courbes ont ete obtenus pour d es echanti llons pris dans la galerie du g la cier du Jungfraujoch et d es 
echantillons de neige fraich e et ancienn > d e Berne. Une variation systematique d e la forme d es cou rbes a 
ete trouv ee. Cette varia tion apparait e tre en relation directe avec I' histoire d e la d eformation d e la gla ce. 
La glace qui a eu: so umise a de grandes te nsions de cisaillem ent peut facilem ent etre distingu ee d e I'aut re 
gla ce. 

Z USAMMEN FA SSUNG . Es wurde eine Serie von Glowkurven aufgenommen, um die a llgemeine Natur del' 
Thermolumineszenz von nalilrlichem Eis zu bestimmen. Die Proben sind unter einer Quarz-Quecksilber
d a mpflampe der U ltraviolettstrahlung ausgesetzt worden, wobei sic unter T empera lur der Ailssigen Luft 
gehalten wurden. Die Proben wurden dann erwarmt, indem man einen Luftstro m ilbcr den Probenbehalter 
leitete. Del' resulti erende T emperatura nstieg ist nicht linear, j edoch von Aufn a hme zu Aufnahme fast 
gleichformig. Das emittiertc Licht wurcle mit del' Standa rdappara lur zur Bcstimmung del' T hermolumines
zenz von lVlinera len gemessen. 

Es wurclen Kurven von Proben erha lten d ie im Eistunnel d es Gletschers a m J ungfraujoch gesammelt 
worden sind, sowie von frisch gefallencm und a ltem Schnee von Bern (Schweiz). Es konntc eine systematische 
Variation der G lowkurvenform festges td lt werden. Diese Variation scheint in d irekter Beziehung zur 
Druckgeschichte d es Eises zu stehen. Man kann leicht unterscheidcn, ob E is hohen Scherkraften ausgesetzt 
war odeI' nicht. 

I NTROD UCTION 

The thermoluminescence of ice was first noted by Grossweiner and Matheson ( 1952 ) who 
irradiated artificially frozen ice with X-rays and measured a glow-curve. Later it was dis
covered that pressure had marked effects upon the glow-curves of artificially irra diated 
limestone samples (Zeller, 1954) . By working on limestones (Zeller and o thers, 1955; Angino, 
1959) it was found that pressure, crystallization a nd shearing effects could produce thermo
luminescence in samples which were previously drained or in precipitates formed in total 
darkness and withou t subsequent exposure to high energy radiation. 

The complex nature of the thermoluminescence phenomenon in rocks and its dep endence 
upon mineral composition, impurity content, age, radiation, thermal a nd pressure history 
causes much difficulty in the interpretation of the data obtained from glow-curve measure
ments. I ce, on the o ther hand, offers some major advantages in that many of these complicating 
factors are confined within very narrow limits. Natural ice is much m ore limited than rock in 
the range of variation in composition a nd physical a nd chemical history. In view of this fact, 
an investigation was undertaken to determine whether systematic variations in the glow-curves 

* T his work was car riecl out while the a uthors were a t the Physikalisches Inst itut, Universita t Bern. 
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of natural Ice could be found which would bear a direct relation to known conditions of 
crystallization and stress history. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The apparatus used for these measurements was modified from equipment normally used 
for measuring mineral thermoluminescence. This equipment has been described in detail by 
other workers (Daniels and others, 1949; Houtermans and others, 1957 ; Angino, 1959) 
and can be very much simplified for making glow-curve measurements of ice. The measure
ments were made by using a multiplier type phototube (RCA 6810 A) which was mounted 
in a light-tight box directly over the sample. A standard 2,500 V. regulated power supply 
furnished the required voltage for the phototube. The output of the tube was amplified by a 
d.c. current amplifier and the resultant signal recorded by a 10 mY. recorder. The heating 
rate was controlled only indirectly by passing a stream of air over the sample. Indirect control 
of this type is adequate because of the relatively small range of temperature through which the 
sample emits thermoluminescence. I ncreased uniformity in heating was also attained through 
the use of a copper block which served as a hcat sink and upon which the metal cup containing 
the sample was placed. This heat sink together with the air flowing over the sample provided 
a uniform temperature rise from liquid air temperature to about - 1400 C. Above this 
temperature the rate of rise was significantly slowed and above about - 400 C . thermo
luminescence of ice irradiated by ultraviolet is undetectable. 

The source of radiation used to activate the samples studied was a high-pressure mercury 
arc lamp with a quartz envelope. No attempt was made to restrict the radiation to any 
specific wave-length through the use of filters. Irradiation periods of the order of a few 
minutes were adequate to produce substantial amounts ofthermoluminescence in the samples. 
Irradiations were carried out both with and without direct contact between the liquid air and 
the ice samples. 0 significant difference could be observed in the general shape of the glow
curves of samples which had been totally immersed in liquid air as compared to those which 
were irradiated "dry" in cups floating in a liquid air bath. Some difficulty was found in 
making the transfer from the liquid air bath to the heating chamber rapidly enough to 
prevent the loss of part of the lowest temperature peak in the " dry" samples. For this reason 
irradiations were normally carried out with the sample partially immersed in liquid air and 
the sample cup was transferred to the heating chamber with a small amount of liquid air 
remaining in it. This method provided the maximum convenience and yielded the most 
consistent results. Sample sizes varied somewhat but an attempt was made to hold these to 
about 15 g. It was found that extreme care was necessary in controlling the radiation dosages 
and the time for which the sample was held at liquid air temperature after irradiation. All 
of the samples studied were irradiated for two minutes and allowed to stand for two minutes. 
Except for the unconsolidated snow and firn, a ll of the samples were broken into 3 to 5 pieces 
which could be fitted into the sample cup. It was feared the grinding might influence the 
thermoluminescence characteristics of the samples. These effects were tested by crushing 
several samples to chips smaller than 5 mm. Except for the expected decrease in the absolute 
amount of thermoluminescence due to light scattering, there was no significant difference in 
the observed peak ratio. The short duration stresses produced by sharp blows do not appear 
to affect the thermoluminescence, probably because plastic deformation does not occur. 

RESULTS FROM NATURAL ICE SAMPLES 

Relative to other crystalline solids, ice has a low luminous efficiency in terms of its ability 
to store energy in the form of thermoluminescence. It is approximately 10,000 times less 
thermoluminescent than an equivalent amount of calcite subjected to an equal dosage of 
ultraviolet. In spite of this low emission level, glow-curves can be easily obtained and are 
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reproduceable within the limits of sample hom ogeneity, size a nd transparency. Lack of 
homogeneity is a lways a maj or problem in dealing with na tura lly occurring materia l. H ow
ever, this study indicated that the most significant da ta furni shed by the glow-curves is the 
peak-height ra tio which is essentia ll y independen t of sample size o r transparency. Two peaks 
a re normally present, a narrow peak at approximately - I 90 0 C . a nd a much broader peak 
with its m aximum a t about - 140 0 C. 

For purposes of comparison a series of artificia lly frozen ice samples were studied. A 
rela tionship was found to exist between the sha pe of the curve a nd the ra te of crysta l formation. 
Ice which was frozen as rapidly as possibl e b y chilling water in a m eta l cup placed in a ba th 
of liquid a ir (Fig . l a ) shows onl y one peak. The extremely ra pid rate of freezing influenced 
the crysta l g rowth resulting in the development of either a very fine crystallite or a glass type 
of structure. To ne of the o ther samples tes ted showed a tota l absence of the - 140 0 C. peak. 

A glow-curve was obtained from freshl y fa ll en snow at Bern , Switzerla nd , o n 2 3 Februa ry 
1962 . The snow fell during a time when the temperature was o nl y - 2 or - 3 0 C . a nd the 
glow-curve was m ade as quickly as possible to prevent significant recrys ta llizatio n. T he glow
curve is shown in Figure I b . The low level o f the total light emitted results a t leas t pa rtia ll y 
from the high d egree of light scattering caused by the fin ely crystalline nature of the fresh 
snow. In addition , the mass of the sample was som ewhat sm aller tha n for the oth ers owing to 
its low d ensity. The - 140 0 C . peak is clearl y present as it is in a ll o f the other na tura l samples . 
The ratio of the - 1400 C. to the - [ 900 C. peak is lower tha n in a ny othe r naturall y 
occurring ice sample. 

A heavy snowfa ll took place on [ J anuary [ 962 in Bern a nd this was fo llowed by severa l 
periods of warm weather during which much o f the snow which remained in p rotected places 
melted a nd rec rys ta llized. Tearl y two months a fter this snowfa ll a g low-curve was m ade on a 
sample taken from one of the piles of snow which was found in the shadow of a building. The 
snow had by this time much the same coarse ly granula ted a ppeara nce as norma l fi rn. The 
resulting g low-curve (Fig. [c) differs som ewh a t in form fi'om tha t of the freshly fa ll en snow 
a nd the p eak-he ight ra tio shows a significa n t increase. The - [ 40 0 C. peak a ppears as a 
pla teau on the side of the - [ 90 0 C. peak. This sampl e showed a much larger grain-size tha n 
the fresh snow a nd there is no d oubt that mo re o f the total ligh t emitted reached the photo
multiplier because of reduced light scattering . Nevertheless, it is likely th at the actua l 
luminous e ffi ciency of the old snow is subs ta nti a ll y higher tha n tha t of the new snow. 

Six locali ties within the ice tunnel throug h the J ungfraujoch ice cap were chosen to tes t 
the effect of pressure, fl ow, ageing and recrystallization upon the thermoluminescence of 
g lacier ice . T his excellent facili ty (Haefeli , [ 96 [ ; K amb, [ 96 [ ) is connected with the 
Jungfra ujoch sc ientific sta tion a nd permission to ma ke the co llections was kindl y g ra nted by 
the Swiss Post-Telephone-Telegraph Administra tion. The tunnel passes from rock in which 
the Ju ngfra ujoch railway termina l is loca ted wes tward in to the J ungfraujoch ice cap. The 
tunnel provided a means of sampling ice which va ries from the coarse, polycrys ta lline, highl y 
compacted firn to the finely ba nded fl ow struc tures which can be seen in the ice a t its contact 
with the rock. lvfos t of the ice was coll ected in a la tera l tunn el w hich ends in a n op en crevasse 
approxima tely 80 m. north of the axis of the m a iri tunnel. 

The first sample to be investigated in this series consisted of frost crystals found growing 
on the wa lls of the open crevasse. * These were chosen as a control since they could not have 
been subj ec ted to pressure a nd could be expected to have a substantia ll y lower impuri ty 
content tha n the g lacier ice itse lf. The glow-curve of the frost crysta ls (Fig. I d ) shows a peak
height ra tio la rger than tha t o f the old snow from Bern and the - 140 0 C. peak a ppears more 
di stinctl y sepa ra ted from the - [ 90 0 C. peak. As in the case o f the snow samples, the frost 

• Sce H aefe li , 196 " p. ' 97, fig. 6 , fa ,· exaclloca lions o f co l le cli ng sites. F rost crysta ls came from wallsof s3 i 
clea r ice c revasse filling from S2 i com pacted firn from e nd of tunnel in 53 ; o ld ice wilh ra ndo m b ubbles from 
nea r poin t 9: ice w ith a ligned bubbl es near po in t K. 
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crysta ls caused significan t ligh t scattering . In view of this fact it appears that their lum ino us 
efficien cy is relatively high . 

a 

-17.S -150 - 12 5 -100 -150 -100 

b 9 

-17 5 -150 -125 -100 - 175 -ISO -125 -100 

c h 

-175 -150 -125 -100 -175 -150 -125 -100 

d 

-175 - ISO -12S - 100 

e 

-175 - 150 - 125 -175 -ISO -125 -100 

Fig. l. The glow-curves of the different ice samples. T he temperature in degrees centigrade is plotted on the horizontal axis, the 
light intensity in arbitrary units on the vertical axis. Curve a: ice frozen with liquid air. Curve b: fresh snow. Curve c: 
snow, two months old, showing recrystallization. Curve d: frost crystals from a crevasse. Curve e: clear ice crevasse filling. 
Curvef: compactedfirn. Curve g : glacier ice with randomly distributed air bubbles. Curve h: glacier ice with aligned air 
bubbles andjlow structures. Curve i: glacier ice at contact with bedrock, showing shear andfiow structllres 
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The clear ice from one of the crevasse fi llings was chosen as an example of material which 
had been crystall ized under zero stress and had probably been subjected to relatively mild 
stress after formation . Its age is obviously younger than that of the surrounding ice and it 
appears to have formed through the flooding of an open crevasse. Evidence of deformation 
would be difficult to find in such massive fissure fi llings because of their freedom from bubbles, 
cracks, or stratification. I t seems likely, however, that massive blocks of ice of this type would 
act as structural units around which the relatively weaker surrounding ice would flow. The 
total light emission (Fig. I e) is surprisingly small in view of the fact that such clear ice would 
necessarily show significantly less light scattering than finely crystalline snow and frost. The 
peak-height ratio is larger than that of the frost crysta ls, but the - Igoo C. peak continues to 
be higher than the - 140° C. peak. 

The next sample (Fig. I f ) was taken from the end of the tunnel in the wall of the open 
crevasse. This sample is here designated as compacted firn mainly because of its coarsely 
granular nature and the fact that its density and transparency were reduced by the presence 
of many a ir bubbles as in the case of normal firn. It did possess good structura l rigidity, 
however, and was collected at a point about 20 m . below the surface of the ice cap. There is 
littl e doubt that ice in this location has been subj ected to stress and that flow has occurred. 
The relatively porous nature of the ice might permit much of the flow to take place at grain 
boundaries, however, rather than involving the total mass of the grains. The glow-curve 
shows a I : 1 ratio of the two peaks and an average total lig h t emission. 

More dense ice containing few but sti ll randomly oriented bubbles was tested. This ice 
occurred in a zone of somewhat higher pressure at some distance from the open crevasse a nd 
approximately 25 m . below the surface. Actual flow structure was not visible at the point 
where the ice was collected. T he resu lting g low-curve (Fig. Ig) shows an average total light 
emission but the - 140° C. peak is higher than the - lgoO C . peak. 

In the lateral tunnel, near its junction with the main tunnel , a zone can be found which 
shows strong evidence of flow. The ice contains about as many bubbles as in the previously 
described sample, but the bubbles are a ligned and definite £low lines are visible. T he glow
curve (Fig. Ih ) indicates a sharp rise in the - 140° C. peak. The peak -height ratio has risen 
to 1 ·47 . The purity of the ice appears to be very high and the density is not sign ificantly 
different from that of ice free from bubbles. A significant inc rease in the total light emission 
of the sample indicates that i ts luminous efficiency is affected in the - 140° C. peak but not in 
the - l goO C. peak. 

T he m ain tunnel cuts the contact between the ice and rock at two points . The lower of 
these contacts is in the zone of highest pressure and th is is clearly indicated by the presence 
of a narrow zone of banded ice immediate ly adjacent to the rock surface. This banded zone 
is thought to result from the accumulation of a series of highly thinned annual firn layers. 
Since the thinning of the origina l firn layers occurs by lateral £low of the ice, this sample 
should represent a high degree of deformation (personal communication from R . Haefeli) . 
Care was taken to avoid fragments of rock in selecting the ice for testing. The narrowness 
of the banded zone made it impossible to obtain a perfectly homogeneous sample and the 
lack of homogeneity became evident when the glow-curves were being measured. A much 
wider variation in glow-curve shape was encountered than was found in repeated runs of 
any of the other samples tested. The glow-curve (Fig. 1 i) is a composite of four determina
tions. All, however, showed a peak-height ratio higher than 3 and a ll showed a total light 
emission higher than average. 

It is clear from these stuclies that a systematic variation in peak-height rat io can be found 
a nd that this is dependent at least in part upon the stress and fl ow history of the ice. Future 
workers should be cautioned that these results were obtained using very carefull y controlled 
irradiation dosages and time intervals between the end of the irradiation and the running of" 
the glow-curve. Different irrad iation and standing times resu lt in large variations in g low-
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curve shape and peak ratios; however, the sequence of ratios from the least stressed to the 
most stressed ice remains the same. In general, longer standing times result in an increase in 
the value of the ratios . 

,B-radiation was also found to produce thermoluminescence in ice. The principal peak 
occurs at approximately - '40° C., which is in good agreement with the g low-curve resulting 
from irradiation with X -rays (Grossweiner and Matheson , 1954) . 

RESU LTS FROM ARTIFICIALLY PRESSE D SAMPLES 

In order to test the hypothesis that pressure had produced the systematic variation seen 
in the glow-curves of glacier ice, a sample of ice was subjected to a pressure of approximately 
60 kg. /cm.2 in a chilled cylinder. The pressure applied corresponds to an ice depth of 
approximately 640 m. , which is in excess of the thickness of ice in m ost A lpine glaciers. 
This was done primarily because of the limitations of the hydraulic press which was used 
and which could not be read accurately for lower values. In addition, however, the high 
pressure permitted ftowage to take place in a much shorter time than under natural conditions. 
The ratio obtained corresponds closely to the trend shown by the samples taken from the 
tunnel at J ungfraujoch. A cylinder of ice 2 cm. thick and 5 cm. in diameter was frozen from 
tap water using dry ice as the freezing agent. The first glow-curve of the sample showed a 
peak ratio of I ·7, indicating that stresses had been developed in the mass as a result of the 
crystallization process. Repeated runs of the same sample showed a decrease in the ratio 
suggesting that relaxation of these stresses was taking p lace. After approximately one hour the 
ratio had declined to 1 ·2. At this point the sample was subjected to the previously indicated 
pressure treatment. The ice cylinder was approximately one millimeter smaller in diameter 
than the mold in which it was pressed. Thus, the pressure was uniaxial unti l lateral flowage 
caused the sample to fi ll the mold completely, after which the pressure was essentially hydro
static. The glow-curve run immediately after pressure showed an increase in peak ratio to 
17 . 00 and an increase in absolute intensity of approximately 130 times. The resultant glow
curves are plotted in Figure 2. It appears from these studies that the peak-height ratio 

TAilLE I. R ATIO OF H EIG llT OF - 140° C . PEAK TO HEI GHT OF - 190° C. PEAK I N GLOW-CURVES OF 

V ARIOUS I CE SAMPLES 

Sample Peak-height ratio 

Fresh snow o · 32 
Old snow o· 55 
Frost crys tals 0·85 
Clear ice c revasse fi ll ing 0·93 
Compacted firn I ·00 
Ice with random bubbles 1·10 
Ice with aligned bubbles I ·47 
Ice at rock contact (with flow structure) 3 · 12 

Ice artificially subjected to pressure corresponding to 640 m. ice dep th 17. 00 

sequence shown in Table I is primarily related to the natural pressure to which the sample 
has been subjected. Studies of the effects of hydrostatic versus uniaxial stress are currently in 
progress. 

ANNEALING AND DECAY EFFECTS 

All of the natural samples were run within one day after they were collected. The high 
peak-height ratios which characterize samples which have been subjcted to pressure show a 
marked decrease after the ice has been stored in a refrigerator for a period of time. For example, 
the ice with aligned bubbles shows a reduction in the peak-height ratio from I ·47 to 0 ·55 
after approximately two weeks, and the peak-height ratio of the artificially pressed sample 
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fell from 1 7.0 to I I ·5 in fifteen days. It is probable that storage undel- very low temperature 
conditions would retard this a nnealing effect; however, care must be taken in future work to 
a llow for this phenomenon. 

All of the samples have been observed to exhibit an intense blue phosphorescence at 
liquid air temperature after exposure to ultraviolet radiation. It is very likely that this 
phosphorescence results from the decay of a glow-curve peak which has its maximum below 
liquid air temperature, in wh ich case the - 1900 C . glow-curve peak described in this report 

B 

15 

~ 10 

~ 

5 

- 175 -150 -125 
Temperature °c. 

Fig . 2. A is the glow-ClIrve of artijicial(y frozen ice; B , of the same sam/Jle illlmediately of/er /JresslI re has beell a/Jp/ied, and G, 
T 5 days after a/J/Jlicalioll of the /JresslIre. The three Cl/rves have been normalized with the - 1900 G./)eak height beillg made 
equal to Olle. The actllal illtellSi!)' from the /Iressed sam/)Ie is about 130 times larger thall the illtensi!)' from Ihe IIIl/Jressed 
sample 

is actually a rem nant of this lower temperature peak. Therefore , the p eriod of time for which 
the sample is kept at liquid air temperature after ultravio let irradiation a nd before the g low
curve is run has a critical sign ificance upon the peak ratio obtained. So long as this period of 
time is kept constant the peak ratios obtained wi ll be consistent. However, much better resu lts 
could be expected if glow-curves could be ob tained starting at temperatures substantia ll y 
below that of liq uid a ir. Work is in progress to d esign apparatus w hich will permit these 
m easurements. 

MS. received 3 1 July I962 
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